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Good-Bye Revolution?Hello Cultural 


Mystique: Quinto Sol Publications and 
Chicano Literary Nationalism 


Dennis Lopez 
University of California, Irvine 


The year 1970 marked the presentation of the First Annual Premio 


Quinto Sol Literary Award to Tomas Rivera, an associate professor of 


Spanish at Sam Houston University in Huntsville, Texas. Sponsored by 


Quinto Sol Publications, a recently established independent Chicano press 
in Berkeley, Premio Quinto Sol represented the first literary prize promoted 
nationally for the best fictional work authored by a Mexican American. 


The award and the publication in 1971 of Rivera's ". 
. . y no se lo trago 


la tierra 
" 
/ "... and the earth did not part" as a bilingual edition marked 


a watershed moment for Quinto Sol and the Chicano Movement, one 


that followed on the heels of Quinto Sol's 1967 founding of El Grito: A 
Journal of Contemporary Mexican-American Thought, the first national 


academic and literary Mexican American journal in the United States, and 


its 1969 release of El espejo?The Mirror, the first anthology of Mexican 


American literature. 
The efforts of Quinto Sol had a powerful impact on El Movimiento's 


attempts to mold a national Mexican American culture and community 


through the production and dissemination of a critical discourse, litera 


ture, and art labeled exclusively Chicano. The institutional claims, edi 


torial decisions, and aesthetic sympathies of Quinto Sol, along with the 


literature and art it popularized within the Chicano Movement, played a 


leading and influential role in establishing what Michael Denning terms 


a "cultural formation." For Denning, who follows Raymond Williams in 


applying the concept, a cultural formation comprises a "cultural politics" 
and an "aesthetic ideology," with the former signifying "the infrastruc 


ture of any cultural initiative," while the latter represents "the conscious 


and unconscious ways of valuing that a cultural formation develops and 


inculcates, its 'aesthetic,' its sense of what is good, true, and beautiful," 
which is "rarely straightforward and uncomplicated" (202). By the mid 


1970s, the cultural politics and aesthetic ideology prompted by Chicano 
Movement radicalism expanded to include several independent publishing 
outlets and numerous national newspapers, magazines, and scholarly jour 


nals, not to mention the institution of Chicano Studies and Ethnic Studies 


MELUS, Volume 35, Number 3 (Fall 2010) 
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184 LOPEZ 


programs on college and university campuses across California and the 


Southwest. Quinto Sol and the intellectuals, artists, and writers associated 


with it proved vital to this historical, political, and cultural process. 
The texts distributed by Quinto Sol from 1967 to 1974 stand as the ear 


liest and perhaps most influential scholarly and literary works of Chicano 
Movement participants struggling to forge an autonomous and self-sus 


tained intellectual and creative space for the development and self-defini 


tion of the Chicano community. Shortly after receiving El Premio Quinto 


Sol, Rivera confessed that the contest and award "me revelo entonces que 
nosotros los chicanos teniamos vida que buscaba forma [revealed to me 


that we Chicanos had life in search of form]" ("Chicano" 5). Life in search 
of form, an account of Chicano literature to which Rivera would continu 


ally return, draws attention to the significance of the printed word in the 


formation of a Chicano collective identity and self-knowledge. Likewise, 


Rivera, who worked closely with Quinto Sol throughout the early 1970s, 
underscores El Movimiento's outlook on the necessity and key function of 


unbiased artistic and academic venues for publication. 
For the editors of Quinto Sol, the fight for self-determination, self-gov 


ernment, equality, justice, and political autonomy?rooted in what Lorena 


Oropeza describes as a "transition from the politics of supplication to the 


politics of confrontation" (49) that occurred during the Vietnam War era? 


had to be waged not solely in the fields, on the streets, and in the barrios, 
but also in the intellectual and literary circles of the Academy and the 


publishing industry. Universities, colleges, and mainstream presses dis 


criminated against Mexican American communities through exclusionary 


policies and prohibitive practices as well as through the production and 


distribution of scholarship and creative fiction that promulgated racist 


ideologies, stereotypes, and images. For this reason, explains Octavio I. 


Romano-V, one of the founding editors of Quinto Sol: 


We [Chicanas/os] needed some kind of outlet to express ourselves that would 
not be edited and modified. There wasn't a single farmworker's home that I 
went to that didn't have some books. There were volumes of history in poor 
homes with their walls falling apart. I dreamed of our own magazine where all 
this could be expressed and where we could publish our short stories, poetry, 
and essays, (qtd. in Munoz 171) 


The burgeoning Chicano radicalism of El Movimiento desperately needed 
an independent and nationwide forum beyond establishment media and 


print outlets where the self-expression and self-definition of a larger 
national Chicano community and movement, now slowly coming into 


view for Chicana/o activists, would be possible. As Romano-V.'s com 
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ments suggest, early formulations of Chicano self-expression and the 


Chicano experience underscored the Mexican American's working-class 
status and susceptibility to racial oppression, highlighting historical ties 
to migrant farm labor. The decision to award the inaugural Premio Quinto 
Sol to "... y no se lo trago la tierra," authored by a former migrant farm 


worker and dealing exclusively with the experiences of migrant labor 


ers, partly reflects the persistence of this commitment to address issues of 


social class and economic exploitation. However, as Quinto Sol's involve 


ment in an evolving Chicano Movement gradually took shape, questions 
of class and race, not to mention gender, steadily fell under the purview of 


critical and cultural frameworks aligned with the ideology of nationalism. 


This essay traces the significant contributions of Quinto Sol Publications 
to the consolidation of a dominant Chicano Movement aesthetic ideology 
and cultural politics. As a number of critics point out, Quinto Sol, though 
not unique or alone in its activities, proved indispensable to the advance 


ment and institutionalization of Chicano nationalism, especially Chicano 


literary nationalism, as the driving cultural force of El Movimiento at the 


close of the 1960s.1 However, Quinto Sol's editorial record also betrays a 


more complicated and ambivalent relationship to the ideology of national 


ism, one not often acknowledged by Chicana/o studies scholars. While no 


doubt embracing a political and cultural program that by the early 1970s 
came primarily to rest on cultural nationalism, Quinto Sol's original com 


mitments reveal the seeds of alternative perspectives that ultimately failed 


to bear fruit. The essay looks closely at this history and its implications, 


examining the roads taken and not taken by Quinto Sol Publications that 


ultimately led the press to pave the way for the rise of Chicano literary 
nationalism within the Movement and beyond. 


In his 1984 retrospective account of Chicano literature, Francisco A. 


Lomeli describes the cultural production of El Movimiento as an essen 


tial weapon in the struggle for Chicano community empowerment, self 


determination, and self-definition. As with many literary nationalisms of 


the Vietnam War era, Chicano aesthetics stressed literature's instrumental 


ity in building political consciousness and combating the racist stereo 


types and images propagated by the dominant Euro-American society. As 


Lomeli asserts: 


[T]he rebellious and militant 1960s left an imprint on us as Chicanos. We 


came to the full realization of the capabilities we had at our disposal through 
the written word. If in the past literature represented a means with which 


to express a passing moment of beauty, in the sixties it became a concrete 


mechanism with which to convey images of our particular experience. In 


a sense, we had to undo a long history of misconceptions, distortions, and 
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186 LOPEZ 


caricatures that misrepresented our way of being. The Chicano Movement 


provided a context in which we could function, thrive, and finally declare our 
artistic independence and demand self-determination?the right to define our 
art in its own terms. (103) 


By faithfully capturing "our particular experience" and "our way of being," 
Chicano literature could lend national coherence and a unified political pur 


pose to the disparate and geographically isolated communities of Mexican 


Americans strewn across the United States. Exactly what "our particular 


experience" signified and ultimately entailed?historically, socially, polit 


ically, and culturally?proved less than self-evident, however. Rivera's 


famous claim that Chicano literature represents "life in search of form" 


aptly reflects El Movimiento's turn to literary production as a privileged 
means by which to coalesce a collective identity and sense of community 
out of the heterogeneity of Mexican American "experience." 


The critical work on nationalism by such scholars as Benedict Anderson 
and Eric J. Hobsbawm points to a necessary relation between nation-build 


ing and literature, detailing the crucial function of print industries and cul 
tural artifacts to the engendering and facilitating of a widespread sense of 


community around national identity.2 Timothy Brennan notes that national 
communities "are imaginary constructs that depend for their existence on 
an apparatus of cultural fictions in which imaginative literature plays a 


decisive role" (49).3 Literary culture thus proves indispensable to a sense 


of national community, participating "in the formation of nations through 
the creation of 'national print media'?the newspaper and the novel," for 


example (48). Likewise, Juan Bruce-Novoa insists that literary representa 
tions of identity and community within the Chicano Movement instantiated 


"a process of historical review carried out through an ideology of nation 


building which stressed several key points: retrieval of family and ethnic 
tradition, identification with the working class, struggle against assimila 


tion, and the dire results if these efforts were not continued." A national 
sense of Chicano identity and community did not spontaneously awaken 


among Mexican Americans, as nationalist rhetorical tropes would have it, 
but needed "to be forged," Bruce-Novoa argues, by Chicano Movement 
advocates (134).4 The task of imagining just such an expressly "Chicano" 
ethnic identity, consciousness, and community fell to Chicana/o artists 
and writers, who were entrusted with the duty to revitalize and safeguard 
a Chicano cultural heritage historically much maligned and distorted by 
dominant Euro-American institutions and exclusionary canons. 


The late 1960s and 1970s thus witnessed a florecimiento (flowering) 
of Chicano artistic production, particularly within the pages of newly 
established and independent Chicano Movement periodicals. In his study 
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on the formation of Chicana/o literary readerships, Manuel M. Martin 


Rodriguez maintains that "the creation of Chicano/a owned or controlled 


presses meant, for the first time in the history of Chicano/a letters, the pos 


sibility of conceiving of a Chicano/a readership at the national level" (3). 
A rapidly expanding network of Chicano-controlled publishing outlets, 
a historical first, granted Chicana/o intellectuals and artists access to a 


broader audience and initiated attempts to identify and define this national 


readership, or what Hector Calderon terms the Chicano "community of 


readers" ("Novel" 97). 
The early contributions of Quinto Sol Publications proved vital to lay 


ing much of the ideological and institutional groundwork for the estab 


lishment of this Chicano Movement print culture, including an attendant 


politics of cultural nationalism. Yet, Quinto Sol's legacy also highlights 
within El Movimiento an early ambivalence vis-a-vis nationalist ideology, 
as well as competing conceptions and approaches to dealing with ques 
tions of Chicano identity and community. Founded in 1967 by Romano-V., 
a professor of Behavioral Science and Public Health at the University of 


California, Berkeley, along with Nick C. Vaca and Andres Ybarra, Quinto 
Sol was the first fully independent Mexican American publishing house 
to emerge from the Chicano radicalisms of the 1960s. The inaugural issue 


of El Grito: A Journal of Contemporary Mexican-American Thought 


appeared in the fall of the same year, making Quinto Sol responsible for 


launching the earliest scholarly and literary national quarterly produced 


by and for Chicanas/os. Over a seven-year span, the new journal and its 


publisher impacted in decisive and influential ways not only the formation 


of Chicano Studies curricula and scholarship, but also the direction of El 


Movimiento's cultural politics and underlying aesthetic ideology.5 
El Grito initially displayed a focus on the Social Sciences, which was 


not surprising given the academic backgrounds of its original editors, 


although the journal afforded ample space in each issue to literary and 


artistic works by new Chicano (and some Chicana) artists. For the edi 


tors of El Grito and Quinto Sol, the same pressing task lay before the 
Chicana/o social scientist or historian and the Chicana/o artist, namely to 


counter and disprove the racist and discriminatory portrayals of Mexican 


Americans prevalent in academia and in mainstream US society. In order 


to do so, Movimiento intellectuals, educators, and artists needed to define 


and speak for the Chicano community, specifically by developing alterna 
tive analytical frameworks with which to study and assess the social and 
economic problems plaguing Mexican Americans, as well as by crafting 
more genuine literary and artistic representations of Chicana/o life and 


culture. "Mexican-Americans have retained their distinct identity and have 
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refused to disappear into The Great American Melting Pot," argued the 


opening editorial in the first issue of El Grito. Nonetheless, the dominant 


"ideological rhetoric" formulated and disseminated "by those intellectual 


mercenaries of our age, the social scientists," distorted time and again 
this "distinct identity," casting Mexican Americans as "simple-minded but 


lovable and colorful children who because of their rustic nai'vete, limited 


mentality, and inferior, backward 'traditional culture,' choose poverty and 


isolation instead of assimilating into the American mainstream and accept 


ing its material riches and superior culture." This racist pseudoscientific 


discourse, akin to other so-called "culture of poverty" theories directed 


at communities of color within the United States, enabled government 


agencies and educational institutions to justify their wide-scale disavowal 


of and indifference to the serious hardships and inequities confronting the 
great majority of Mexican American families on a daily basis. Only by 


exposing this ideologically and politically motivated "grand hoax" of a 


pseudoscience, by stripping this "blatant lie . . . of its esoteric and sancti 


fied verbal garb," could Movement activists and intellectuals truly clear 


the way for the liberation and self-knowledge of the Chicano community 


(Editorial, 1967,4). 
Hence, for the editors of El Grito, La Causa encompassed in 1967 not 


simply the fields of the San Joaquin Valley, the stolen lands around Tierra 


Amarilla, or the streets and neighborhoods of Denver, but also the class 


rooms, research centers, and presses of the American higher education sys 
tem. In fact, the journal title's allusion to Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla's revo 


lutionary "grito" and the frequent use of iconography from the Mexican 


Revolution as cover art and logo announced Quinto Sol's own struggle 
for independence, justice, and equality within the university. Indeed, in 
a popular piece that appeared in the second issue of El Grito, "Goodbye 
Revolution?Hello Slum," Romano-V. dramatizes the contemporary ideo 


logical "war" for Chicana/o self-determination in academia as one more 


moment in the long history of Mexican and Mexican American armed 


resistance and revolution: 


For Mexican-Americans things have not changed. The spreading unrest 
once again meets an opposition, but this time it is from a new breed?the 


professionals. It is a formidable army that Mexican-Americans now face, an 


army with the social scientists as the principal strategists. No longer called 
indolent and lazy, living in a world of manana, the Mexican-Americans are 
now said, by these social scientists, to be non-goal-oriented, underachievers, 
retarded, fatalistic, and resigned to their lot. (13) 


Texas Rangers give way to academic professionals, and the university 
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thus stood as the new field of battle for Chicano Movement intellectuals 
and student radicals in search of more authentic, or less ideologically dis 


torted, expressions of Chicano identity and culture. The initial editorial in 
El Grito stressed that "[o]nly Mexican-Americans themselves can accom 


plish the collapse of this and other such rhetorical structures" founded 
on racism and discriminatory agendas (4), adhering to the self-determina 


tionist politics of the various nationalisms and Marxisms prevalent at the 


time, as well as prefiguring "El Plan Espiritual de Aztlan" (1969) and El 
Plan de Santa Barbara (1969).6 Romano-V., along with the other editors 
at Quinto Sol, conceived of El Grito as an intellectually independent and 


self-directed critical space wherein Chicana/o scholars, writers, and artists 


could take on the challenge of debunking the "culture of poverty" thesis 


and other negative stereotypical characterizations of Mexican Americans 


popularized by social scientists, canonical literature, and the media. As the 


editorial concluded, the new quarterly journal's chief purpose was "to pro 
vide a forum for Mexican-American self definition and expression" (4). 


Assessing the quarterly's record in 1972, the editors proudly affirmed, 
"it has been the goal of Quinto Sol Publications to analyze the falla 


cious and educationally detrimental content of social science studies of 


Mexican Americans," and by doing so, "to counter this modern variant of 


the Mexican sleeping under the cactus" (Romano-V. and Rios C. 3). The 


scholarship and editorial work of Romano-V. did much to unmask the 


biased, if not outright racist, research assumptions and scholarly attitudes 


predominant in the social sciences with regard to Mexican American com 


munities. His two most influential and frequently anthologized essays? 
"The Anthropology and Sociology of the Mexican-Americans: The 


Distortion of Mexican-American History" (1968) and "The Historical and 


Intellectual Presence of Mexican-Americans" (1969)?set the stage for 


a thorough critique of longstanding ethnographic and sociological mod 


els typically employed by social scientists to study Mexican Americans. 


Moreover, countless El Grito articles presented alternative research para 


digms for understanding and assessing the social conditions found in 


Mexican American neighborhoods. A number of essays, such as Vaca's 


two-part piece "The Mexican-American in the Social Sciences: 1912 


1970" (1970-1971), Romano-V.'s "Social Science, Objectivity, and the 


Chicanos" (1970), and Miguel Montiel's "The Social Science Myth of the 
Mexican-American Family" (1970), overtly targeted the academic status 


quo, launching trenchant attacks on the established practices of social sci 


ence research. 


The efforts of El Grito's editorial staff culminated in the printing by 
Quinto Sol Publications of Voices: Readings from El Grito: A Journal of 
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Contemporary Mexican American Thought (1971), a compilation edited 


by Romano-V. consisting, as he explains in the introduction, of "those 


articles from El Grito which have had the largest impact upon the readers 
of the journal, both among individuals as well as in Chicano Studies 
programs, sociology and history classes, and extension courses in univer 


sities, colleges, and junior colleges" (24). The reference to higher educa 


tion here is notable, suggesting the reciprocal relationship enjoyed by the 
press and the changing postwar university. The volume, like so many of 


the texts released by the Berkeley publishing house, became an important 
resource for the newly instituted discipline of Chicano Studies, prompt 


ing Quinto Sol to release a second, expanded edition of Voices two years 
later. 


The university played a crucial role in the development of Quinto Sol 
and, more importantly, in the dissemination of Movimiento ideas and writ 


ing the press helped to shape and advance. Particularly after the April 1969 
conference organized by the Chicano Coordinating Committee on Higher 
Education at the University of California, Santa Barbara, the university 
and its attendant political, ideological, and institutional issues gravitated 
toward the center of Movement politics and activism. Martin-Rodriguez 
suggests that the growing institutional demand for educational and literary 


materials on and by Chicanas/os to use in the classroom "guaranteed for 
the first time in Chicano/a literary history that successive groups of readers 
could get access to an expanding number of texts that started to shape and 
define the perception of Chicano/a literature" (20). Quinto Sol discovered 
a ready market for its books and periodicals within the walls of the univer 


sity, while performing a critical intervention in the perspective espoused 
by the newly formed discourse and institution of Chicano Studies. 


An editorial in the Spring 1970 issue of El Grito claims that no achieve 
ment so far obtained by the Chicano Movement "is more potentially sig 
nificant than the establishment of Chicano studies programs" (2). El Grito 
understood the nascent field of Chicano Studies as "a formalized and 


institutionalized effort of self-expression," one that offered the promise 
of a Chicano "counter image to the existing one cut from Anglo molds" 


(2). Indicative of a new, unfolding relationship between the education sys 
tem and Quinto Sol, the revised 1972 edition of the literary anthology El 
espejo?The Mirror opens with a poem by Richard Olivas dramatizing 
the Chicano's complicated, if not antagonistic, position within the school 
classroom: 


I'm sitting in my history class, 
The instructor commences rapping, 
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I'm in my U.S. history class, 
And I'm on the verge of napping.... 
What did he say? 
Dare I ask him to reiterate? 
Oh why bother 
It sounded like he said, 


George Washington's my father. 
I'm reluctant to believe it, 
I suddenly raise my mano. 
If George Washington's my father, 


Why wasn't he Chicano? (n. pag.) 


Olivas's poem can be read as a call for a Movimiento-led project of histor 


ical revision and as a challenge to the dominant institutionalized narratives 


of US historiography. More crucially, given its publication at the opening 
of Quinto Sol's anthology, the poem signals the need for alternative peda 


gogical materials with which to challenge the educational status quo. 
Its frequent calls for autonomy notwithstanding, Quinto Sol understood 


the importance of educational institutions, particularly the university, to 


its overall project. Indeed, El Grito often included advertisements geared 


specifically to high schools and to university departments and programs, 


stressing the suitability of Quinto Sol printed materials for the classroom.7 


Given the publishing house's complex relationship to the university, the 


new expansion of Chicano Studies programs exerted a decisive influence 
on the political trajectory and changing cultural and aesthetic priorities of 


Quinto Sol Publications. 


Despite Quinto Sol's early?albeit underdefined and ambivalent?alle 


giance to cultural nationalism, El Grito's ideological assault on conven 


tional social science revolved around anti-essentialist and anti-culturalist 


arguments, pointing to the ways that "culture of poverty" theories tended 


to depict communities of color in ahistorical, reified, and homogenized 
terms. The opening essay in the inaugural issue of El Grito, Romano 


V.'s "Minorities, History, and the Cultural Mystique," contends that the 


dominant research framework among social scientists relies on a notion 


of "cultural mystique" that places "the reasons or causes of 'inferior' sta 


tus somewhere within the minds, within the personalities, or within the 


culture of those who are economically, politically, and educationally out 


of power" (7). By resorting to a logic of "cultural mystique," American 


social science "repeatedly describes people in the lower rungs of soci 


ety as underachievers, retarded, fatalistic, tradition bound, emotional" (9). 


According to Romano-V., such an approach misses the ways in which 


social class, economic status, and political and class power historically 
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have hierarchized and marginalized ethnic formations within the United 


States (5-7). Equally significant, the "cultural mystique" argument 


positions different ethnic cultures in complete isolation from one another, 


upholding a separatist and essentialist view of social and cultural develop 
ment. For this reason, Romano-V. maintains that a new social science is 


needed that abandons "mere tribal rhetoric and the fiction of totally inde 


pendent cultures" (10). 


Similarly, in the later essay "The Anthropology and Sociology of the 
Mexican-Americans," Romano-V. reiterates that "all social science stud 


ies of Mexican-Americans have blindly relied upon this totally passive 


concept of Traditional Culture in order to, (1) describe the foundations 
of Mexican-American culture, (2) to 'explain' the existence of Mexican 


Americans over time, and (3) to use the idea of Traditional Culture as 


a final cause of empirical life" (43). By premising their conclusions on 
an erroneous and ideologically mystifying conception of a static, essen 


tialist "Traditional Culture," social scientists "have dealt with Mexican 


Americans as an ahistoric people?with a place in history reserved for 


them only when they undergo some metamorphosis usually called accul 


turation" (43-44). Ultimately, Romano-V. calls for a critical focus on 


"historical culture" (55) rather than "Traditional Culture" or the "cultural 


mystique," a scholarly feat he tries to accomplish in his subsequent study 
of Chicano intellectual and social history, "The Historical and Intellectual 


Presence of Mexican-Americans." 


Vaca extends Romano-V.'s critique of the essentializing attributes 


inherent within "culture of poverty" theories to include the ethno-nation 


alist ideas then gaining approval among many Chicana/o radicals. "The 


Black Phase" (1968) and "The Negro Movement as an Anti-Revolution" 


(1969) offer scathing critiques of nationalism and its modern-day pro 
ponents, particularly the Black Power movement. For Vaca, the racism, 


appeals to cultural superiority, and xenophobia witnessed in the "blinding" 
and "frenzied" nationalism of Nazi Germany represent neither an isolated 


nor an aberrant historical expression of the nation form, but rather the fun 


damental worldview underlying all nationalist movements ("Black" 41). 
The notion of "national, racial, religious, or ethnic superiority" remains, 
Vaca concludes, "an indispensable requisite" of nationalism, regardless of 


its purported political and cultural objectives (41). In fact, the practice of 
exclusion and the concept of superiority, whether based on race or some 


other marker of difference, are intrinsic features of the nationalist outlook. 


Within the United States, Vaca observes, the rhetoric of Black Power thus 


succeeds in excluding other racial and ethnic minorities from analyses 
of and possible solutions to the US's systemic racism, oppression, and 
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exploitation, relegating them once again to a position of invisibility and 


inferiority.8 
Vaca's next article zeroes in on the Chicano Movement's uncritical 


acceptance and adoption of Black Power nationalist rhetoric and poli 
tics. Questioning the self-professed revolutionary character of Black and 


Chicano nationalisms, Vaca insists that activists who subscribe to a nation 


alist discourse and program must substitute serious, effective political 


practice for a superficial culturalism and politics of style and authenticity. 
Behind perfunctory gestures toward revolution and transformative change, 
nationalist political programs, including those put forth by Chicano 
organizations, ultimately reveal a conservative and opportunist agenda 


("Negro" 62). Alluding to a Left-inflected formulation of the term, Vaca 


reminds readers that a "true" revolution involves a radical transformation 


of the economic, political, and social organization of the existing soci 


ety and its institutions (63). Unfortunately, in modeling themselves after 


Black Power militants, Chicano activists only proclaim revolution while 


gravitating toward reformism and opportunism, since "at best the 'Negro 
Revolution' (sic) constitutes a very loud cry to be let in on the spoils of 


American society without any desire to change its social structure and its 


institutions and whose fabric is only slightly disturbed but hardly disor 


ganized" (63-64). For this reason, Chicanas/os should avoid a "[b]lind 
emulation" of black nationalism in order to safeguard against the constant 


potential for intellectual and political parochialism endemic to nationalist 


discourse and thought (69). 
The printing of Vaca's two essays in El Grito represents the earliest 


voicing of a systematic critique of nationalism?and, specifically, of the 


so-called "progressive" or "revolutionary" nationalisms of the 1960s?to 


emerge from within the Chicano Movement.9 The articles appeared before 


the consolidation of a full-fledged nationalist program by El Movimiento 


around "El Plan Espiritual de Aztlan" and El Plan de Santa Barbara. The 


growing popularity of cultural nationalism among Chicano Movement 


radicals, intellectuals, and artists eventually encouraged a more equivocal 
attitude toward the virtues and failings of the nation form. Vaca's anti 


nationalist analysis, like much of the scholarship and literature published 
within the journal's pages, already betrays a mounting tension between, 
on the one hand, attempts to historicize notions of culture and tradition 


in order to undercut the racist stereotypes and the "culture of poverty" 
thesis upheld by conventional social science, and on the other hand, an 


ideological, political, and cultural framework that strove to unify Mexican 


Americans as a singular, cohesive community and movimiento around an 


appeal to a shared ethnic experience and subjectivity. 
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Tellingly, Vaca's anti-nationalist article "The Black Phase" appears 
in El Grito's fall 1968 issue alongside the cultural nationalist poetry of 


Alurista, apparently the first widely-distributed publication of his poems. 
Moreover, the friction between the overtly reactionary tendencies of ethno 


nationalism and its emotive and descriptive, if not organizational, use 


fulness surfaces at the end of Vaca's "The Negro Movement as an Anti 


Revolution": 


It cannot be denied, as indeed it cannot also be denied of the Negro, that 
the Mexican-American experience in the United States constitutes a unique 
experience and that it is a difficult experience to fathom by those who have 
not undergone such an experience. But, equally, Mexican-Americans are also 


part and parcel of the continuing process of man's history and as such we must 
search for our identity in the history of man, in the writings of Jean Jacques 
Rousseau, Octavio Paz, and Gustave Flaubert as well as in the writings of the 
local newspapers like Bronze, La Raza and El Grito del Norte. (69) 


Although considerations of class and gender routinely played into compet 


ing definitions of the Chicano experience to which Vaca alludes, national 


ist formulations of race, ethnicity, and culture often served as the defining 
element behind a cultural identity common to all Chicanas and Chicanos. 


Eventually, the ethnic and cultural particularities of the nation form and 
the universalism of liberal humanism would find a conciliatory rapproche 


ment in an institutional and expressly literary politics of corporate plural 
ism and multiculturalism within the walls of the university. With prophetic 
irony Vaca determines at the end of "The Sociology of Being a Mexican 


Russian" (1968) that the task of revealing the underlying social conditions 
and historical circumstances confronted by present-day Mexican American 


working families, as well as other exploited and oppressed communities, 
falls in large part to "the role of the novel" (40). No wonder, then, that 


prominent Chicano Movement organizers, social scientists, and historians, 


among them Vaca and Romano-V, turned time and again to the produc 
tion of literature?fiction, poetry, and drama?in order to make their case 


against US racism, oppression, and inequality. 
Literature became increasingly central to the publishing program of 


Quinto Sol, which devoted ever more resources and editorial attention to 
El Movimiento's literary imagination. El Grito and other publications by 
Quinto Sol proved instrumental to the "renaissance 


" 
of Chicano aesthetic 


production during the Movement years, establishing an initial cultural 
infrastructure for the promotion, marketing, and distribution of fiction 
and art generated by Chicanas/os. Frank Sotomayor documents in a 1973 
Los Angeles Times review article "not only a resurgence but an explosion 
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of Chicano literary thought." "The spark that ignited this recent develop 
ment," Sotomayor reports, "came in 1967 with the establishment of Quinto 
Sol Publications." Sotomayor goes on to claim that, beyond attempting "to 
erase sociological myths," the Quinto Sol publishing house "has become 
the showcase of Chicano literary expression" (056). Likewise, Tomas 
Rivera admits in "Into the Labyrinth" (1971) that "[t]here is no doubt that 
Quinto Sol has given the strongest thrust to the substance and form of chi 
cano [sic] literature" (328). During its seven-year run, El Grito and Quinto 
Sol published countless Chicano authors, poets, and artists, many of whom 


today compose an essential part of the Chicana/o cultural canon. 


In 1969, Quinto Sol released the first anthology of literature writ 
ten by authors of Mexican descent in the United States, El espejo?The 


Mirror: Selected Mexican-American Literature, edited by Romano-V. El 


espejo went through four printings before a revised and expanded edi 
tion appeared in 1972. The anthology included such soon-to-be Chicano 
household names as Alurista, Jose Montoya, Miguel Mendez-M., Tomas 


Rivera, Rolando R. Hinojosa, Rudolfo A. Anaya, Estela Portillo, Ron 


Arias, Sergio Elizondo, and Tino Villanueva.10 In another indication of 


Quinto Sol's literary turn, the publishing house formally hired a chief lit 
erary editor in the fall of 1970?Herminio Rios C, a doctoral student in 


Spanish Literature at the University of Arizona and later a professor in 


Comparative Literature at UC Berkeley. Moreover, Rivera broadened his 


professional relationship with El Grito in 1972, serving as a contributing 
editor on at least four issues of the quarterly. The additions to the edito 


rial staff were opportune, for by the early 1970s El Grito began to devote 
whole issues solely to Chicano fiction, poetry, and drama,11 and in addition 
to the yearly publication of a book by the recipient of El Premio Quinto 
Sol, the press announced plans to produce and distribute more literary 
works by Chicana/o authors.12 


Without a doubt, for Quinto Sol Publications the promotion of 


Movimiento cultural workers went hand in hand with La Causa and its 


struggle for self-determination and political, economic, and social justice. 


Possessing firsthand knowledge of the exclusionary and racist practices 
of higher education and the publishing industry, Romano-V. and Quinto 
Sol saw as necessary to Chicano liberation a source of cultural expression 
devoid of the stereotypes and discriminatory representations in canonical 


American literature. As Francisco Armando Rios observed, the US cul 


ture industry "has forged its own myth regarding Mexicans, sanctified that 


myth in its literature, then, confounding effects and causes, has relegated 
the Mexicans in its midst to inferior status" (27). Mainstream US literature 


and the editors behind it perpetuate what Romano-V. describes as "the 
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notion of the Mexican sleeping under the cactus," an image of "a fatalistic 


non-goal oriented Chicano who lives in a traditional culture" and has 
no 


"history to speak of." In so doing, mainstream editors and authors emu 


lated the established practices of their counterparts in the social sciences, 


adopting the "cultural mystique" in their selective portrayals of Mexican 


Americans. Only Chicanas and Chicanos could guarantee, through the 


development and dissemination of a truly autonomous and self-directed 


literary arts, an end to this "externally imposed image" ("Introductory" 6). 
Romano-V.'s remarks appear in a special issue of El Grito dedicated 


to the literary heritage of the Chicano community. The editorial deci 


sion to produce this special edition of El Grito was occasioned by the 


"unmitigated and totally inexcusable case of professional incompetence" 


(7) witnessed in the publication of Edward Simmen's literary anthology 
The Chicano: From Caricature to Self-Portrait (1971). In his introduc 


tory comments to the same issue, Rios C. echoes Romano-V.'s concerns, 


underscoring the imperative to fashion a cultural politics grounded in the 


self-determination and self-definition of the Chicano: "Whether Chicano 


literature is to retain its independence or become an appendage of another 


literary history will be determined largely by the ideological, political, and 
critical perspectives of those individuals who actually select and edit the 


works that will be published" (9). As if to stress the urgency of the cul 


tural front to El Movimiento's bid for social equity, Rios C. adds, "Mr. 


Simmen himself provides us with a valuable preview of what the Mexican 


American can expect when others determine what his 'self-portrait' is to 


be, and then proceed to present it to the world" (10). Thus, the critical 


task facing Quinto Sol involved the process of defining, safeguarding, and 


advancing the means by which the Chicano community could determine 


its own "self-portrait." As such, the editors of Quinto Sol understood their 


vocation and the literary arts as a complement to the political objectives 
of El Movimiento and as a key component in the fight for Chicano eman 


cipation. 
Under the guidance of Romano-V. and Rios C, Quinto Sol and El 


Grito labored tirelessly to afford the Chicano Movement an independent 
and unbiased venue for the free expression of Chicano culture and identity. 
For far too long the Chicano community had remained either completely 
silenced, maligned, or caricatured. Hence, the goal before Quinto Sol, as 


the introduction to the five-year anniversary issue of El Grito reiterates, 
was "the eradication of the non-literate, passive Mexicans who inhabit the 


pages of social science and history studies," as well as American fiction 


("Quinto Sol" 3). The customary practice in the mainstream publishing 
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industry had been to relegate Chicana/o authors to the margins, if not to 


exclude them entirely, while claiming a lack of "talent" among the ranks 


of Chicanas/os as a way to account for their absence. "Chicano literary 


efforts," argue Romano-V. and Rios C, "have had the doors of the pub 


lishing world sealed to them for the last 124 years, and 
... until the recent 


inception of Chicano Studies departments their creative efforts went large 


ly unnoticed." For this reason, "It is the purpose of Quinto Sol to provide 
an autonomous publishing outlet for the wealth of talent that exists in 


Chicano communities throughout the nation_Quinto Sol will not accept 
the pushing of Chicano writers to the background" (4). Surprisingly, given 


Quinto Sol's emphasis on the role and significance of Chicano editorship, 
Romano-V. and Rios C. ultimately characterized Quinto Sol's project for 


generating and foregrounding Chicano literature as a fairly transparent 
and neutral process. Quinto Sol neither dictated nor prescribed the content, 


form, or tone of Chicano cultural production, but rather aimed to chal 


lenge and remove the obstacles and hurdles cast before the Chicano artist 


by racism and discriminatory policies. 
Indeed, as Romano-V. and Rios C. adamantly affirm in the 1972 anni 


versary El Grito, "Quinto Sol Publications has never taken the position of 


'helping to develop talent,' or 'helping Chicanos to find an identity,' and 


other such glib slogans (emerging, awakening, stirring, etc.) which basi 


cally tell Chicanos that in the beginning they are nothing, and the vacuum 


must be filled. On the contrary, it is the position of Quinto Sol that both 
talent and identity already exist and have always existed in the Chicano 


community" (3-4). In the editors' stated stance on Chicano literature, one 


again hears El Grito's general and consistent criticism against the con 


ventional academic thesis that Mexican Americans are "non-literate" and 


"passive," "sleeping under the cactus," a people without a history and a 


culture. Quinto Sol put forward this outlook in numerous publications, 


deeming Movimiento aesthetics not so much an ideological project, but 


rather a recent articulation of a longstanding literary tradition, as well as a 


product of the spontaneous cultural self-awareness of an ever more rebel 


lious Chicano community. 
As the editors note in their introduction to Bless Me, Ultima (1972) 


by Rudolfo A. Anaya, the Second Annual Premio Quinto Sol recipient, 
the "national Chicano literary award series provides a publishing outlet 


through which the Chicano artist can express himself through exclusively 
Chicano means. However, it is only the Chicano authors themselves, 


through their own creative efforts, who can provide the form, substance, 
and content that will determine the direction of Chicano literature" (viii). 


Artistic self-determination proves as vital as its political and economic 
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counterparts; Quinto Sol thus committed itself to being a self-sustained 


Chicano publishing house and periodical: 


The production of Quinto Sol printed materials is an independent Chicano 


enterprise, from writing to editing to publication. They are not the property of 
some Board of Trustees of some college, but Chicano owned. In short, it is a 
Chicano cultural expression unchanged by editors or owners of another culture. 
Should the day come in which Quinto Sol materials are edited and changed by 
non-Chicanos, then Quinto Sol will have died, and from that day on Chicano 
literature and creativity will no longer belong to those who developed them 
and brought them forth into the light of the world. (Romano-V. and Rios C, 


"Quinto Sol" 6) 


Denied access to their own voice for decades, the Chicano people must 
carve out an autonomous cultural space from which to speak and to com 


municate and recognize their own identity. In the preface to El espejo, 
Romano-V. extends the anthology's titular metaphor of the mirror, high 
lighting and defining the formative relationship between artwork and com 


munity, author and readership: "To know themselves and who they are, 
there are those who need no reflection other than their own. Thus ... EL 
ESPEJO?THE MIRROR. Enough said ... let this book speak for itself, 
and for the people that it represents" (n. pag.). The literature collected in 


Quinto Sol's anthology stands as the cultural reflection of the Chicano 


community, a mirror that ultimately permits Chicanas and Chicanos "[t]o 
know themselves and who they are" by faithfully capturing and represent 
ing the ostensibly self-evident experiences and identity of the Chicano 


people or La Raza. 


Nothing, of course, could be further from the truth. Rather than a neu 
tral and transparent exercise, Quinto Sol's integral contributions to El 


Movimiento's literary experiment remained an active ideological practice 
of identity formation via appeals to Chicano ethnic and cultural national 


ism?reflecting, in other words, no less than the contradictory and con 
flicted processes of prescription and performativity out of which emerge 
imagined (national) communities.13 Romano-V.'s preface to El espejo? 


The Mirror betrays an essentialist notion of identity, culture, and cultural 


artifact, understanding the latter as the unmediated reflection of an innate 


identity and talent, in this case, self-evidently Chicano. Nationalism would 
come to supply the framework by which to evaluate the historical and 
cultural particulars that could help lend substance to this Chicano ethnic 


identity.14 
To a large extent, the literary turn evinced in the editorial decisions of 


El Grito and Quinto Sol facilitated a simultaneous turn toward cultural 


nationalism, which laid the groundwork for the aesthetic ideology con 
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solidated and adopted by Chicano publishing houses and periodicals, as 
well as by broad sections of El Movimiento and Chicano Cultural Studies. 
Manuel Luis Martinez suggests that one "may read the steady shift from 
the journal's emphasis on social science toward a focus on literature to indi 
cate ... a tacit, but consciously implied, endorsement of cultural national 


ism" (193). As Movimiento radicals based their anti-racist and social jus 
tice politics more and more on identity, self-consciousness, and issues of 


institutional representation, cultural nationalism became more attractive 
as a means by which to conceptualize, through such categories as tradition 


and cultural heritage, the sociohistorical content required to define and dif 


ferentiate claims for self-determination, the Chicano experience, and the 


community of La Raza. Martin-Rodriguez points out that "the search for a 


national culture and visibility became one of the major forces behind both 
the Chicano/a Movement and its editorial branch," with Quinto Sol lead 


ing the charge for "cultural unity and self-determination" (18). Employing 
a number of different strategies and approaches, Quinto Sol undertook the 


challenge to supply aesthetic materials that would perform this culturally 
demarcative function. 


Bruce-Novoa's early criticisms of Chicano Movement literary canon 


formation underscore the precedence granted to cultural nationalist priori 
ties. For Quinto Sol and other Movimiento publishing outlets, the "ques 
tion was one of identity," Bruce-Novoa insists, but the answer was pre 
determined. Chicano literature did not embody "life in search of form," 
a search for a more reliable aesthetic espejo/mirror through which to 


represent Chicano identity to readers, for "the canonizers had a preestab 
lished image of what that identity was supposed to be" (136). The edito 


rial changes to Rivera's ". . . y no se lo trago la tierra," including the 


decision to excise the story "El Pete Fonseca" from the final published 
version, provide a well-known example of how "a preestablished image" 


guided Chicano editorship during the Movement years. As Rivera admits 


several years after the novel's publication, "I still recall 'El Pete Fonseca,' 
a story which I had initially included in . . . y no se lo trago la tierra, 


being excluded from it. Both Herminio Rios and Octavio Romano were 


of the opinion that 'Pete Fonseca,' a pachuco-type, was presented in [a] 


derogatory manner and [was] negatively sensitive for Chicano literature 


at the time (December, 1970)" ("Critical" 373). Hence, for Bruce-Novoa, 


Quinto Sol and other independent Chicano Movement presses participated 
in the "planned creation of a canon, a plan that selected and, therefore, 
also excluded" (135). 


Such a process of selection and exclusion, Wilson Neate observes, is 


clearly discernable in the manner in which literary works "were chosen for 
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publication, with respect to the terms of their treatment by Chicano/a liter 


ary critics and with regard to the way that they were presented to students 


in the context of education" (108). Although the stated goal of Quinto Sol 
was to create an autonomous venue for the self-expression of the Chicano 


community and movement, a number of voices remained silenced, most 


obviously those of Chicana and gay writers. Both Bruce-Novoa and Neate, 
for instance, point to the absence of John Rechy's important novels from 


Movimiento literary and publishing circles throughout the 1960s and 
1970s. Roberta Fernandez argues that while El Grito helped to pave the 


way for a future generation of Chicana authors, the female writers fea 


tured within the pages of the quarterly were few and far between. In refer 
ence to Romano-V.'s preface to El espejo?The Mirror, Angie Chabram 


Dernersesian asserts that "[f]our decades of critical life and a plethora of 


Chicana voices ... have instructed us well as to the identity of those who 


have only required their own reflection in order to know themselves and 
are privileged enough to encounter that image in a seemingly unmediated, 


transparent fashion" (82). A cursory examination of the authors included 
and the subject matter addressed in El espejo reveals that the image rhe 


torically cast back to the reader proves overwhelmingly phallocentric. 
Without a doubt, the editorial work and print record of Quinto Sol 


anchored a particular rhetorical image of the Chicano?male, heteronor 


mative, traditional?to a cultural nationalist program for self-definition 
and self-determination. Quinto Sol was "part of an overall project to cre 


ate a Chicano consciousness, if not [to] create a Chicano culture itself," 
Bruce-Novoa contends, and as such, it faced the acute challenge "of stimu 


lating the production of a Chicano literature" (135). Indeed, Rivera would 


humorously claim in reference to Quinto Sol that Chicanos had accom 


plished the amazing feat of compiling a literary anthology (El espejo?The 
Mirror) before actually producing a literature.15 To encourage the creation 
of distinctly Chicano literary works, the editors of El Grito frequently 
petitioned their readership for submissions and suggestions, including in 
almost every issue an advertisement with an implicit self-determinationist 
thrust that called for community involvement in its publishing campaign: 


If El Grito is truly to function as a forum for contemporary Mexican-American 


thought, it must have the active participation of its Mexican-American readers. 
We invite contributions in both written and graphic form?academic papers, 
book reviews, short stories, poems, satires, drawings, photographs, and 
cartoons. Relevance of topic are the only editorial standards. (Quinto Sol, Call 
n. pag.) 


Questions regarding who decides the "[r]elevance of topic" and quality 
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of work were left unanswered by Quinto Sol. Nevertheless, the Chicano 
Movement's publishing record speaks for itself. 


Ethnic and cultural nationalism gained conspicuous prominence with 
in the stated goals and guiding principles of Quinto Sol as the indepen 
dent Chicano press reoriented its attention more squarely onto the liter 


ary and cultural. Especially after 1969, Quinto Sol and El Grito steadily 
embraced an ethno-culturalism and literary nationalism firmly associated 


with the counterculture of Aztlan and Chicanismo, concepts that would 


eventually gain coherence and popularity within El Movimiento due to 


the widespread dissemination of "El Plan Espiritual de Aztlan" and El 


Plan de Santa Barbara. Not until the winter 1969 issue of El Grito does 


the quarterly first adopt the Aztec-Mexica Sun Stone as its preferred icon 


(ubiquitous in Quinto Sol materials, despite the press's name, only after 


that point), abandoning its earlier logo displaying a Mexican sombrero 


and revolutionary bandoleers encircled by the phrase "Mexican-American 


Liberation." Moreover, the editors of the 1972 revised edition of El espe 


jo?The Mirror tellingly substitute "Chicano" for "Mexican-American" in 


the subtitle, consciously espousing the popular terminology of what had 


emerged as the dominant ideological outlook among Movimiento activists 


and intellectuals. 


In fact, Rios C. and Romano-V.'s new introduction to the expanded 


anthology strikes a more familiar Chicano nationalist chord than the largely 


impressionistic and existentialist one heard in the first edition's original 
"Notes for an Anti-introduction," written by Miguel Ponce. The new intro 


duction exhibits not only the self-determinationist principles that arguably 
directed Quinto Sol from its inception, but also pronounced echoes of the 


cultural nationalist rhetoric of "El Plan Espiritual de Aztlan": 


In the firm belief that the self-determination for which the Chicanos have 


longed, and for which they have struggled with great determination since 
the middle of the 19th Century may be attained solely through Chicano 


efforts, we present this anthology which has been conceived, planned, edited, 
and published by Chicanos without any single obligation to be largely and 


submissively grateful to Anglo-American foundations and editors.... 
The literature already in existence in the ancestral home of the Chicanos, 


as well as the ever increasing voices of Chicano authors, coupled with a strong 
demand by the Chicano community for works by Chicano authors which reflect 
Chicano experiences from a Chicano perspective, make the presentation of 


this anthology of autochthonous Chicano literature imperative. This literature 


may be young in terms of history, but it has the full right to exist. (14) 


The emphasis on financial, institutional, and editorial autonomy and self 


direction accompanies an expressly cultural nationalist argument for the 
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necessity of literary production that originates within the Chicano com 


munity and derives from the imagination of Chicano authors?authors 


who faithfully capture Chicano experiences from a Chicano perspective 


presumably shared by the Chicano community as a whole. 


In his review of Richard Vasquez's Chicano, Rios C. articulates a simi 


lar cultural nationalist outlook while criticizing the failure of Vasquez's 
novel to move beyond mainstream sociological stereotypes of Mexican 


Americans and to portray the Chicano experience and community in more 


authentic terms. He begins by insisting that an impetus toward "self 


definition, self-determination, and mental emancipation" characterizes 


contemporary "Mexican-American thought." With respect to "Mexican 


American artistic expression," Rios C. notes a "decisive rupture from tra 


ditional Anglo-American and European artistic concepts," adding that "the 


'Chicanoness' of its themes and imagery are unquestionable," although he 


fails to specify, beyond a brief discussion of code-switching in Alurista's 


poetry, what exactly constitutes such "Chicanoness" (67). Indeed, as 


already mentioned, Quinto Sol editors routinely contended that such a 


need to sketch and fill in the contours and profile of this "Chicanoness" 


should and could be met only by Chicano authors themselves?no doubt, 
those whose writing embodied the aesthetic ideology of the press. 


In their introductory comments to Bless Me, Ultima, Rios C. and 


Romano-V. gravitate toward the mysticism and culturalism steadily pre 


vailing within Chicano nationalist circles at the time. As does Anaya's 
novel, the editors define "Chicanoness" vis-a-vis a transhistorical and 


mythic cultural-racial filiation and subjectivity: 


Rudolfo Anaya further draws from our collective experience and our collective 
subconscious to recreate, in his own individual way, our objective realities, our 


myths, our legends, hopes, dreams and frustrations. It is from our collective 


memory that he draws the myths such as that of Cihualcoatl (la llorona) . . . 


[and] it is from the collective subconscious that the myth of the Golden Carp 
arises. . . . Anaya takes us from the subconscious to the conscious, from the 


past to the present, and in doing so he makes the future not only bearable, but 


welcome, for he has helped us to know ourselves, (ix) 


The patently cultural nationalist language and concepts employed by Rios C. 
and Romano-V. stand in stark contrast to the earlier criticisms leveled in 
the pages of El Grito against the ahistorical and obfuscating social science 
formula of a Mexican American "Traditional Culture" or "cultural mys 


tique," as well as to Vaca's attacks on nationalism. Instead, the introduc 
tion to Bless Me, Ultima suggests that in fact an ancient and mythic culture 
and consciousness bind all Chicanos to a specific cultural heritage, ethnic 
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tradition, and subjectivity, and to a particular historical and political vision 


of the Chicano present and future. The passage puts forward an essentialist 


reading of "Chicanoness" and its cultural and historical features while also 


resorting to a racialized or ethnicized notion of culture, where the identity, 


practices, and values of the Chicano community correspond to an ethnic 


cultural heritage passed down, generation after generation, via the "col 


lective subconscious" of La Raza. Being Chicano, then, according to this 


line of nationalist reasoning, is an innate quality, one that the Chicana/o 
can either recognize and embrace or deny and suppress, choosing instead 


to assimilate to a culture and way of life intrinsically not his or her own. 


Hence, by the early 1970s Quinto Sol subscribed to a Chicano aesthetic 
ideology rooted in a literary and cultural nationalism that appealed to the 


'collective experiences," "collective memory," and "collective subcon 


scious" of the Chicano nation for its claim to authenticity and legitimacy. 
The importance and impact of Quinto Sol's vital work in establishing a 


cultural infrastructure that provided the necessary basis for the emergence 
and development of Chicano literature and art cannot be overstated. Under 


the direction of Romano-V., Vaca, and Rios C, Quinto Sol cleared a path 
for countless other independent Chicano publishing houses and scholarly 
and artistic journals. The creation of this cultural politics, however, pro 
ceeded hand-in-hand with the formation of a dominant Chicano aesthetic 


ideology of literary nationalism, which Quinto Sol also fostered and pro 
moted. Ethnic nationalism won out among many Chicano activists, intel 


lectuals, and cultural workers by the close of the 1960s, especially after the 


first Chicano Youth Liberation Conference in March of 1969. For Quinto 
Sol Publications, the story proved much the same, as cultural nationalism 


increasingly came to subtend its political and aesthetic priorities, a legacy 
that to a large extent continues to be felt in Chicano cultural criticism 


and literature. The cultural turn in El Movimiento ultimately meant that 


Quinto Sol's earlier pointed criticism of nationalism and its aspirations to 


reach into the homes of farm workers "with their walls falling apart" went 


unheeded, even by Quinto Sol itself. 


Notes 


1. While nationalist thinking solidified its hold on Chicano cultural production at 


the end of the 1960s, by the mid-1970s Marxism and Left-inflected paradigms of 


analysis grew in popularity among Chicana/o social scientists and local activists 


who had become increasingly disillusioned with the political and historiographical 
limitations of cultural nationalism. The violence of the state against Chicano radi 


cals and the events unfolding across the colonized and formerly colonized world 
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played a significant role in the growing appeal of Left ideologies, particularly 
third-world Marxism. As Lorena Oropeza notes, "[t]his leftward shift paralleled 
developments within other 1960s social movements that became more radical 
with the passage of time as members experienced firsthand the reach of American 


judicial and police power. . . . Grappling with such injustices, many movement 


participants broadened their analysis to consider class as well as race as a source 


of Chicano oppression" (187). It is important to note, however, that such third 


world anti-colonialist theoretical models did not necessarily repudiate national 


ism, but rather attempted to combine it with Leftist and materialist analyses of 
economic exploitation, racism, and imperialism. 
2. For instance, see the essays, including Eric J. Hobsbawm's, collected in 
The Invention of Tradition, edited by Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger, as well 
as Hobsbawm's book, Nations and Nationalism since 1780: Programme, Myth, 
Reality. Benedict Anderson specifically highlights the role of print capitalism and 
the novel in the historical rise of the nation form in Imagined Communities. 
3. Employing the theories of Anderson and Timothy Brennan, Roberta Fernandez 
articulates this point on the fundamental connection between literature and the 
nation form in her discussion of gender and the Chicano Movement. After quot 
ing the same passage from Brennan, Fernandez notes: "With the intricate net 


works that they have built across the country, Chicanos and Chicanas have indeed 
a strong sense of their imagined communities in more ways than one. Often, how 


ever, the community imagined by the men and that imagined by the women are in 
essence different from and conflictive with each other.... Generally, Chicano cul 
tural nationalists adhered to the traditional perception of women's roles espoused 
by modern nationalist movements in general, which are characterized by a defen 
sive cultural conservatism and a tendency to view women's liberation as a threat 
to the traditional institution of the family and to the ingrained female subordina 
tion found in patriarchal systems" (24-25). 
4. As Ernest Gellner forcefully observes: "Nationalism is not the awakening of 
nations to self-consciousness: it invents nations where they do not exist" (169). 
5. Carlos Munoz, Jr., notes that El Grito "made a significant contribution to the 


development of the humanities within the field of Chicano Studies," with a num 
ber of "talented writers achieving] national recognition through publication in 
El Grito and through Quinto Sol" (172). Hector Calderon writes that Quinto Sol 
"made it possible almost overnight for many unknown Mexican-Americans, who 
had dedicated their careers to writing, to find outlets for their work" ("Crossroads" 
221-22). 
6. "El Plan Espiritual de Aztlan" emerged as the leading political, ideological, and 
cultural roadmap of the Chicano Movement after its drafting at the first National 
Chicano Youth Liberation Conference hosted in Denver in March 1969 by 
Rodolfo "Corky" Gonzales's Crusade for Justice organization. El Plan de Santa 


Barbara, which strove to translate the political and cultural nationalist goals out 
lined in "El Plan Espiritual de Aztlan" to higher education, was the product of the 


April 1969 conference at the University of California, Santa Barbara, organized 
by the Chicano Coordinating Committee on Higher Education. Both manifestos 
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arguably are the most important and influential political tracts generated by the 
Chicano Movement. 
7. As a 1971 special advertisement in El Grito reads: "ATTENTION 
EDUCATORS: As those of us in the teaching profession know only too well, 
the ever increasing demand for authentic and quality literature written by and 
about Mexican-Americans places a great responsibility upon individual teachers, 
as well as on school districts where there is a significantly high enrollment of 


Mexican-American youngsters. . . . Quinto Sol has been publishing Chicano 
materials of the highest quality since 1967. Our publications have received wide 


acceptance in educational circles, from junior high schools to high schools, col 


leges and universities. . . . Many of our publications are particularly suitable for 
use in the classroom" (n. pag.). 
8. Vaca is direct in his indictment of black nationalism and its exclusionary prac 
tices: "What is disconcerting is not so much the attention that the American Negro 
receives, but that his nationalistic tendencies overpowers [sic] his compassion, 
making him depreciate the plight of others, ignore them, or stifle their call for help 
and understanding_It is this type of ethnocentric and nationalistic attitude that 
led a nationally known Negro professor at San Jose State College to state publicly 
that, 'While Blacks were out protesting, Mexican-Americans were sitting at home 
before their television sets, eating beans'" ("Black" 47). 
9. Vaca's criticisms predate even the Progressive Labor Party's (PLP) widely con 


troversial condemnation of all brands of nationalism in June 1969 ("Win Masses" 


3-13). Already put into practice almost a year earlier, PLP's rejection of national 
ism as anti-revolutionary and anti-working class became a central point of conten 


tion in the lead up to the infamous split in Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) 
during its 1969 national convention in Chicago. In "Black Like Mao," Robin D. 
G. Kelley and Betsy Esch observe that "by 1968, the PLP abandoned its support 
for 'revolutionary' nationalism and concluded that all forms of nationalism are 


reactionary" (11). For a discussion of the split in SDS between the Revolutionary 
Youth Movement faction and the PLP-Worker Student Alliance Caucus faction, 
see Alan Adelson's SDS: A Profile, especially Chapter 13. 
10. As with the majority of Movimiento periodicals, Chicana writers, artists, and 
intellectuals were in large part conspicuously absent from the pages of El Grito, 
not to mention the list of titles produced and distributed by Quinto Sol. For a dis 


cussion of Chicana writers and El Grito, see Fernandez. 
11. El Grito published an impressive and mounting number of literary works dur 


ing the 1970s. Although every issue included literary pieces, El Grito issues 4.2 


and 4.3 (winter 1971 and spring 1972) were devoted almost entirely to literature. 


The next volume also dedicated two complete issues to Chicano literature (5.1 in 


fall 1971 and 5.3 in spring 1972), a practice El Grito repeated for the following 
volume, with the spring 1973 issue (6.3) comprised wholly of literature entries 


and the summer 1973 issue (6.4) containing mostly literary pieces. Finally, in its 


last year of publication, El Grito devoted every issue to Chicano literature, open 


ing with a special issue edited by Estela Portillo on Chicana works (7.1), followed 
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by issues focusing on Chicano literary bibliographies (7.2), Chicano poetry (7.3), 
and Chicano drama (7.4). 
12. In their introduction to the five-year anniversary edition of El Grito, Romano V. 
and Rios C. expressed Quinto Sol's commitment to the literary arts: "While a 


major purpose has been to meet these contemporary issues head-on, there has 
been another more fundamental and overriding purpose. This purpose has been 
not to react, but to create. Herein, the literature division of Quinto Sol Publications 
has forged new ground in literary publications which now include a collection of 
short stories, a novel, an epic poem, and an anthology in its fifth printing, all of 


which represent the first substantial fruits of an extensive publishing program. 
These books are in addition to the poets and writers who regularly appear in the 


quarterly issues of EL GRITO" (6-7). 
13. For a discussion of the pedagogical and the performative in relation to the 
nation form, see Homi K. Bhabha's "DissemiNation: Time, Narrative and the 


Margins of the Modern Nation" (1994) and Etienne Balibar and Immanuel 
Wallerstein's Race, Nation, Class: Ambiguous Identities (1991). 
14. Hobsbawm maintains that nationalism "assumes 'the nation' as given, just 
as democracy assumes 'the people' as given. In itself it tells us nothing about 
what constitutes such a nation, although since the late nineteenth century?but 
not, commonly, much before then?it has increasingly been defined in ethnic-lin 


guistic terms" ("Ethnicity" 257). Ethnicity and nationalism share a mutual attrac 
tion to one another, Hobsbawm adds, particularly since ethnicity "provides the 
historical pedigree 'the nation' in the great majority of cases so obviously lacks. 
. . . Ethnicity, whatever its basis, is a readily definable way of expressing a real 
sense of group identity which links the members of 'us' because it emphasizes 
their differences from 'them.' What they actually have in common beyond not 


being 'them' is not so clear, especially today.... Anyway ethnicity is one way of 


filling the empty containers of nationalism" (257-58). Of course, one should be 


wary of too quickly collapsing significant differences among various nationalist 
formations mobilized at mid-twentieth century and between nineteenth-century 
nationalisms and the much later national liberation and ethnic nationalist move 
ments of the following century. Yet, an intimate relationship between the nation 
form and ethnicity or race surely prevailed among the diverse nationalisms of 
the 1960s, including within the Chicano Movement. For more on the differences 
between nineteenth-century European nationalisms and twentieth-century ethnic 
and anti-colonial nationalisms, see Hobsbawm's Nations and Nationalism since 
1780 (1992), especially Chapter Five. 
15. For references to Rivera's comment, see Juan Bruce-Novoa's "Canonical and 


Non-Canonical Texts" (135) and Hector Calderon's "At the Crossroads of History, 
on the Borders of Change" (220). In "Critical Approaches to Chicano Literature 
and its Dynamic Intimacy," Rivera writes that "[a]t times it seemed that the criti 
cal effort came before the [literary] works themselves: anthologies were compiled 
before extensive works appeared" (371). 
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